ANNUAL SCHOOL REPORT: 3rd ANNUAL SPORTS DAY

URJA-2019
Reach high, for stars lie hidden in your soul.
Dream deep, for every dream leads the goal.
We delight in the beauty of the butterfly, but rarely admit the changes it has gone
through to achieve that beauty.
It is the changes that we all go through our lives that constantly improves us, and
with Maya Angelou’s words portraying this thought in the most dazzling way
possible, I would like to wish you all a very pleasant evening.
On behalf of the management, staff and students of the JITO DELHI PUBLIC
SCHOOL, AURANGABAD, I cordially welcome our Chief Guest Mr. Chiranjeev
Prasad Bharti IPS, COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, AURANGABAD.
I welcome Pro Vice-Chairman Shri Subhash M. Nahar ji
I welcome Advocate Shri Gautam Sancheti ji
I welcome Shri Atul Kothariji
I welcome Shri Rajesh Patney Ji,
I welcome Shri Shirish Khandareji
I welcome Shri Rajesh Lodha Ji and all esteemed guests and dignitaries, parents and all the
well-wishers present here.I take great pleasure in welcoming all of you on this special
occasion of our 3rd Annual Sports Day URJA-19
❖ JITO DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, AURANGABAD was commenced on 22nd June,
2015.The school caters to the students of grades I-The school is spread amidst the scenic
beauty of Bhangsimata mountain terrain in the lap of nature.
❖ JITO DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, AURANGABAD was established to provide an allround development and sound moral base for children. Fostering character building,
nurturing the inquisitive spirit of children, encouraging scientific temperament and
strengthening social bonds shall be our constant endeavours.Surging ahead with a spirit of
healthy competition, encouraging pupils to think out of the box teamed with a contented
life is the gift we aspire to all our children at JITO DPS, AURANGABAD.
❖ We believe that every individual has a lot of potential, and that potential can help
accomplish wonders. That is why, it is fair to say that we thus believe that the future of the
world starts here. The session of 2019-20 was a great year, and I consider it a moment of
pride to showcase to you all the achievements and development that the school, staff and
students undertook. It’s truly remarkable that the school has flourished with leaps and

bounds in the five academic sessions providing the world class educational facilities, infrastructure, and achieved various milestones and raised the benchmark by multitudes in every
fascia.
❖ Vision determines directions of effort and prioritizing deployment of resources at our
disposal, and our vision is to make our school one of the best schools of our country by
providing 360 degree education to our students through best in class academic facilities and
churn out citizens who are inspiring leaders with a humane touch. The Annual Report
showcases the achievements and glories of our school. We have always been committed to
create an environment in the school which helps the young minds to blossom and provide a
platform for individual thinking and holistic development of the child’s personality.
❖ We set standards and goals for ourselves and strive to achieve them – be it in the area of
academics, sports, discipline, leadership and more.
❖ Each year, JITO DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, AURANGABAD holds the Annual Prize
Distribution Ceremony to honour our young achievers in various domains viz. achievers
who excels in academics, sports and co-curricular activities. Also we encourage regularity
to school by every member of the school, such students will be felicitated by the 100%
attendance award. It’s a moment of pride for me to witness that our students have excelled
and have shown their mettle in all three domains in the academic session 2019-20.
❖ It gives me immense pleasure to unfold in front of you the chronicle of school’s glory which
has reached the pinnacle of success by sharing with all of you the ANNUAL SCHOOL
REPORT of ACADEMIC SESSION 2019-20.
I would like to begin with few highlights……………….!!
❖ CBSE AFFILIATION EXTENSION
It gives me immense pleasure to announce that JITO DELHI PIBLIC SCHOOL,
AURANGABAD has applied in CBSE for the extension of the affiliation for grades 11 and
12
❖ PADMA BHUSHAN AWARD HAS BEEN CONFERRED UPON MR. V.K.
SHUNGLU THE CHAIRMAN OF THE DELHI PUBLIC SOCIETY
On the eve of the country’s 70th Republic Day, the head of the DPS family, Shri V K
Shunglu, Chairman, DPSS, was conferred the ‘Padma Bhushan’, one of the highest
honours given in India, for his contribution to the nation as a Civil Servant.
It is indeed a proud moment for all the members of The Delhi Public School Society that
such a stalwart, an embodiment of exemplary, distinguished and selfless service in the
public domain, has so rightfully been considered so worthy of this distinction. His
insightful and visionary acumen has translated into blessings for The Delhi Public School
Society, nurturing and enhancing its rich legacy.
We look up to such a legend and pray that we may be able to emulate his persona and
work for the nation as he has, to make a value addition to the world.

❖

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS SELECTED FOR ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE WORKSHOP CONDUCTED BY CBSE AT GIIS PUNE
It’s a moment of great ecstasy as Grade 9 students, Daksh Surana and Aryan Mapari
attended a workshop held at GLOBAL INDIAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL,
CHINCHWAD PUNE , which was conducted by CBSE on the topic ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE. Our school was the only school which got selected from the entire
vicinity for this workshop.

❖

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS SHINE IN HOMI BHABHA BAL
VAIGYANIK COMPETITION
It’s a moment of immense pride and honour for DPS, AURANGABAD as Tarini Mugdiya
of Grade 6 and Aryan Mapari of Grade 9 have cleared the first level of HOMI BHABHA
BAL VAIGYANIK COMPETITION conducted by MSTA with the score of 65 and 57
respectively. The students were guided under the expert guidance of the Principal Mr.
Rajesh Patil.

❖ ACADEMICS
“The philosophy of the school classes of one generation
will be the philosophy of the government in the next.”
❖ Let’s have a glimpse of our performance on the academic front. Achieving academic
excellence is at the heart of our endeavour as educators. Academic achievements reflect a
demonstrated ability to perform to the best of one’s ability by developing one’s intellectual
potentials and skills with diligence and ardour. I am ecstatic to witness that in the last
academic session students emerged with flying colours and had shown outstanding
performance in all subjects. This year too our students have been displaying outstanding
results in academics.
❖

SOF –OLYMPIAD:
“The quality of your thinking, determines the quality of your mind.”

❖

Participation in the Science, Maths, English , GK,Informatics Olympiad, itself is the
biggest competition where a student competes to outshine others. It infuses a healthy
competitive spirit through reward based assessment. JITO DPS, Aurangabad has been
conducting SOF –OLYMPIAD for the last four academic sessions. Our students have
emerged out meritoriously in various Olympiads this session and the last sessions as well.
❖ SPORTS ACHIVEMENTS:
“To be a great champion, you must believe you are the best. If you are not, keep on
trying.”

❖ DPS STUDENTS EXEMPLIFIED OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS IN SPORTS
Students of JITO Delhi Public School, Aurangabad have shown brilliant performance in
various sports events conducted by District Sports Organisation and various state level
organisations, and brought laurels to the school. Few achievements are as follows:
• HARSHEESH SINGH DHINGRA bagged 2 international gold medals in south
Asian Jump Rope Championship for India. This competition was organized by
BHUTAN JUMP ROPE ASSOCIATION at Bhutan. Prior to it HARSHEESH
SINGH DHINGRA had won gold medal in 6th west zone national jump rope
championship 2019 held at Nasik organized by MAHARASHTRA JUMP ROPE
ASSOCIATION. He won the championship at Bhutan in 3 minutes endurance & 30
seconds speed.
• He won gold medal in swimming BACKSTROKE 200 meters DSO DIVISIONAL
and a Gold Medal in SWIMMING BACKSTROKE100 meters DSO DIVISIONAL.
• VICE HEAD GIRL CHERRY CHALLANI and CULTURAL PRESIDENT
SIDDHI RUNWAL who participated in (UNDER-19) TABLE TENNIS and stood
1ST IN DIVISIONAL and qualified for STATE LEVEL.
• SPORTS VICE CAPTAIN POOJA CHOUDHRY along with DIVA SINGH,
VEERA TANDON,GAURI HURNE, RIDDHI HURNE AND SHRUTI SINGH
who particiapted in (UNDER-19) BASKETBALL GIRLS DSO and stood 1ST in
DISTRICT and qualified for DIVISIONAL LEVEL.
• MAYUR VARMA bagged 1st position in (UNDERR-17) BOYS SKATING DSO
DISTRICT LEVEL and QUALIFIED for DIVISIONAL LEVEL
• JIDNYASA MANE bagged 1st position in (UNDER-19) GIRLS SKATING DSO
DISTRICT LEVEL and QUALIFIED for DIVISIONAL LEVEL.
• TASHAN PATEL bagged 1st position in (UNDER-14) PISTOL SHOOTING IN
DISTRICT LEVEL and QUALIFIED for DIVISIONAL LEVEL.
• HEAD BOY RAYAN KASLIWAL ALONG WITH THE UNITY HOUSE
CAPTAIN DIVYAL SHARMA, COURAGE HOUSE VICE-CAPTAIN VIDIT
SHARMA AND ARYAN VAISHNAV bagged 1ST position in (UNDER-17)
BOYS DSO DISTRICT LEVEL TABLE TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP.
• KRISHNA SARDA and SAMMED SAHUJI stood 1st in (UNDER-14) TABLE
TENNIS DSO DISTRICT LEVEL.
• TANISHKA GARBHE, ALONG WITH MANJIRI SHINDE ,VEERA
TANDON bagged 2nd position in (UNDER-17)GIRLS TABLE TENNIS
DISTRICT LEVEL

• AADI SRIVASTAVA bagged 2nd position in (UNDER-15), BOYS TABLE
TENNIS DISTRICT LEVEL.

❖ SCHOOL HOUSES
“Strength does not come from physical capacity, it comes from unity.”
The students of the school are divided into four different house COURAGE ,
INTEGRITY, PEACE and UNITY.Each House is managed by HOUSE WARDENS
,TEACHERS MEMBERS and Students as a House Captain, House Vice-Captain and
House Prefects. The House on duty performs its duty of conducting the day-to-day
activities, competitions in systematic and disciplined manner.
❖

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES and INTER-HOUSE COMPETITIONS
“All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.”
Various Co-Curricular Activities are held under different categories to develop a child
physically, morally, socially and mentally and to hone skills in co-scholastic areas.
Regular Activities are held in which the students participate and display their caliber.
In order to inculcate the ethos of owning up, sense of responsibility, team spirit,
leadership, sportsman ship every month we conduct host of Inter House Activities oratory
as well as aesthetic, which gives our students much confidence and poise. Various
Competitions like Indian Heroes, Mask Making, Crossword puzzle, Ultimate Comedy
Show , Proverbial Tales Competition ,Fancy Dress, Cooking is Fun, Best out of Waste,
Extempore, Fusion Dance, Elocution, Declamation, Street Play, Rangoli, Lantern Making,
Thali Decoration, Drawing, Debate, Essay writing, Recitation, Rakhi Making, Group
Song, Story Narration, Spell Web Competetion , Quiz Competition & Monoacting etc.
have been conducted.

❖

BASIC AND ADVANCED LEARNER’S DRIVE:
JITO Delhi Public School, Aurangabad introduced a drive for both Basic learners and
advanced learners, in sync with same students of grade 1-8 were divided into two groups
viz. basic and advanced. Students of basic group were given special attention on brushing
up their previous concepts, were reinforced by the educators. Advanced group students
were given exposure to advanced concepts and also were given the understanding of some
difficult concepts.

❖

ASSEMBLIES:
The foundation of JITO Delhi Public School, Aurangabad has been laid on the ethics of
innovation and creativity both in academic and co-academic arenas. We intend to impart
the quality education which should go hand in hand with the inventiveness and

exploration. We give our students enough provision to hone their talent and skills, and
assemblies both class and house form a strong platform for them to showcase their acting
temper and to shed all inhibitions. Our assemblies are theme based and students along with
educators work around the decided theme.
❖ FIELDTRIPS AND EXCURSIONS:
Going on an Educational trip means more than simply leaving the school grounds.
Educational trips should always have a major educational element, but the impact of
Educational trips can extend much further. The importance of Educational trips includes
giving students the chance to build closer bonds with their classmates, experience new
environments and enjoy a day away from the classroom.
Keeping the same sentiment, we on a regular basis send our students for field trips which
allow them to have a better exposure to the textual knowledge.
Few places where our students had been to are POST OFFICE, NATH BIOGENES,LARSEN &TOUBRO, LUMINAZ AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY GLASS PVT.
LTD., BANI BEGUM BAGH, BIBI KA MAQBARA, RBL BANK, PAITHINI SILK
MILL, WATER AND LAND MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE (WALMI), SIDDHARTH
GARDEN, AJANTA CAVES, ELLORA CAVES, etc.
❖

IPAD ACTIVITIES, BUTTERFLY FIELD KIT
We at JITO DPS, Aurangabad have been giving experiential learning to our learners and
to complement it we have given access to each and every child to the IPAD which allows
them to relate the textual concepts in an innovative manner. We also believe in giving our
students hands on experience on the scientific principles and concepts. We have provided
our students the Butter Fly Field Kit, for Mathematics and Science, which they make on
the basis of the concept learnt through the text book.

❖ ACHIEVEMENTS IN ACTIVITIES
“Focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is found not in finishing an activity but
in doing it.”
• It's a moment of Pride and Ecstacy.Students of Delhi Public School Aurangabad
have bagged various prizes in LOKMAT CAMPUS CLUB COMPETITION.
• FIRST PRIZE IN MILLENNIUM HEROES: BARACK OBAMA
• FIRST CONSOLATION PRIZE MOVIE REVIEW: DANGAL
• THIRD PRIZE IN ANIMAL KINGDOM: PAVO CRISTATUS ( PEACOCK)
• BEST EFFORTS IN MADHATTERS
• Students won third Prize in PATRIOTIC SONG COMPETETITION in LOKMAT
CAMPUS CLUB.

• Jatin Bakliwal won the SPECIAL PRIZE for the BEST DRUMMER in LOKMAT
CAMPUS CLUB.
• Students were groomed and trained under the expertise of MS. RUTUJA THORAT,
MS. SHILPA KAMBLE, MS. MADHURA KULKARNI, MR. ANIRUDDH
PARALKAR , MR. MICHAEL NADE and MR. YOGESH SUKNALE
respectively.
❖ STUDENTS’ SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
“A person who never makes a mistake never tries anything new.”
To ensure that our students are well equipped with knowledge to face any challenge, we
have focused sessions on special topics including Disaster Management, Basic Life
Support, Health and Hygiene for Girls, Career Counseling, Leadership Skills, Career
Planning and Development.
❖ EVENTS AND PROGRAMS
❖ SECOND “ANNUAL FUNCTION –ANUGOONJ ”
ANUGOONJ , the second ANNUAL FUNCTION was organized in the academic
session 2018-19. The theme of the function was AADI SHAKTI MAA DURGA.It was
our privilege and honour to have amidst us Jain Guru Param Pujya Gurudev Shree
Naypadmasagarji Maharaj Saheb who blessed and graced the event with his holy and
pious presenc.Anugoonj unveiled the magnanimous life story of MAA DURGA and her
various forms in the form of ballad. It was savoured and applauded by the parent
fraternity. It also witnessed the melodic performances by the young musicians and
vocalists and the International Dance Forms presentations by primary students.
❖ 4th INVESTITURE CEREMONY
The 4th Investiture Ceremony was held in JITO DPS, AURANGABAD. The swearing in
ceremony of the new student council ensued in the generous presence of the Chief Guest,
Honorable MLA Shri Prashantji Bamb and the Pro-Vice Chairman Mr. Subhashji M.
Nahar, Advocate Shri Shri Atulji Kothari, Shri Rajeshji Lodha, and other esteemed
trustees and dignitaries.
They pinned badges and gave away the sashes to the newly elected council members. All
the elected representatives were congratulated by the Principal and the guests. The student
council took an oath, promised to discharge their duties properly.
The student council is comprised of Rayan Kasliwal (Head Boy), Gopika Nair (Head
Girl), Punit Sahuji (Vice-Head Boy), Cherry Challani (Vice-Head Girl), Manthan
Gourshete (Sports Captain), Pooja Chaudhary (Sports Vice-Captain), Siddhi Jaiswal
(Cultural President), Manjiri Shinde (Cultural Secretary), and Gauri Hurne (Student ChiefEditor),House Captains and House Vice Captains of four houses.

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
❖ On 21 June 2019 Delhi Public School, Aurangabad celebrated the 5th
“INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY" which was marked with full zeal and enthusiasm by
students as well as educators. Director Ms. Nisha Sawhney addressed all and shared the
evolution of yoga since ancient times and also told that how this day got internationally
acceptance in United Nations. She shared various benefits of Yoga She also shared about
various themes given by UN to this day since 2015 till 2019.Ms. Maitreyee Kulkarni
presided over the session which filled the surroundings with tranquility, serenity and
positivity. The session began with the “Om” chanting and then various asanas viz.
Suryanamaskar,Padmasana, Siddhasasana, Shashankasana, Tadasana, Vajrasana,
Natrajasana, Paschimottanasana, Utkatasana, Mayurasana,Trikonasana and Kapalbhati were
performed by Ms. Maitreyee who also enlightened everyone with the benefits of each asana
and she also guided everyone as to how and when each asana should be performed.
❖ TEACHER'S DAY CELEBRATIONS
Teacher's Day was celebrated with fervour and enthusiasm. Grade 10 students made the
tecaher's day memorable. They presented a platter of music and dance, which was
followed by exciting and creative games for teachers. The celebrations also witnessed the
address of respected PRO VICE-CHAIRMAN,Mr. Subhash M.Nahar which motivated all
educators for giving the best to their services. The oath was presided over by Ms. Nisha
Sawhney which was taken by all educators. All educators were given a memento by Hon.
PVC on the occasion of teacher's day.
❖ NAVRATRI CELEBRATIONS
Delhi Public School celebrated Navratri with fervor and gaiety. Students dressed up in
colourful attires added glitz to the campus.The campus was agog with excitement and
everyone danced to the tunes of Gujarati Garba hand in hand with peers and educators.
The day lasted with sweet memories.
❖ CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATIONS:
On 14 November 2019,Children's Day was celebrated with zeal and enthusiasm by the
educators.Educators conducted a well-structured assembly for students. Morning prayer
was presided over by the Principal Mr. Rajesh Patil Ms. Shilpa Kamble manueverd the
whole assembly. The assembly unveiled various surprises for students. Shloka was
chanted by Mr. Wajid Shaikh, News was delivered by Ms. Rakhi Pilliai,Ms. Madhura
Kulkarni , Ms. Sujata Roy and Ms. Shraddha Kingaonkar.A beautiful dance performance
was presented by Ms. Mayuri Pardesi. Students were glued to riddles session which was
conducted by Ms. Rutuja Thorat.An interesting game of Antakshari was conducted by
Ms. Shraddha Kingaonkar, Ms. Vrushali Ghonghade and Ms. Madhura Kulkarni.A
motivational song was presented by Senior Academic Coordinator Ms. Shikha
Srivastava.The assembly was culminated with the address of the Director Ms. Nisha
Sawhney,she shared the significance of Children's Day and why is it celebrated. She
shared about Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru and his love for children. She conveyed an important

message that children are the future of progressive nation. Activities Incharge Ms. Savitri
Dakare played a pivotal role in coordinating and managing the assembly. Students
thoroughly enjoyed the programme and later in the day they relished sumptuous meals.
❖ EDUCATOR’S ENRICHMENT PROGAMME:
“The growth and development of people is the highest calling of leadership.”
“Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere.”
JITO DPS, AURANGABAD believes in instilling enrichment not only among
students but also among Academic Staff and provides umpteen platforms for
professional and intellectual growth.
❖ Ms. Tejaswini Nadgauda and Ms. Rutuja Thorat attended workshop conducted by CBSE
on the topic "GENDER SENSITIVITY"under the experstise ofthe resource person Dr.
Manpreet Singh Johar.The workshop aimed to sensitize the educators by making them
understand the gender stereotypes and prejudices at school. This workshop also aimed to
give practical solutions for the gender stereotype issues at school with special focus on
women empowerment.
❖ Ms. SUJATA ROY and Ms. SUNITA ENDOLE attended a workshop on Medical
Emergency Management Module For School Children.MEMS Module -a CIAP action
plan 2019 which was organised by : Aurangabad Academy of Pediatrics (IAP Aurangabad
Branch).The workshop was conducted under the expertise of Dr Sagar Kulkarni,Dr
Prashant Patil,Dr Roshni Sodhi.
❖ Ms. Rohini Khaire ,Mr. Wajid Shaikh and Ms. Vrushali Ghoghade attended a Hindi
Workshop conducted by SARASWATI PUBLICATIONS held at MGM CLOVERDALE
SCHOOL.
❖ Ms. Rakhi Pillai and Ms. Madhura Kulkarni attended an ELT Workshop at VITS Hotel
organised by Oxford Publications. The resource person was Dr. Chumki Biswas The
workshop stressed upon developing and focusing the Listening and Speaking Skills at
primary level.She further emphasised upon the requirement of Reading and writing at an
early stage.She encompassed the four skills of English Language Teaching#ELT# LSRW.
❖ DPS FB PAGE :
“Business has only two functions — marketing and innovation.”

DPS FB PAGE has been a constant feature to showcase multifarious activities happening
in and around the campus. It mirrors the talent and potential of our students. Parents get to
know regularly about the activities being conducted in the campus. It has been receiving a
great response especially the activities which get LIVE coverage.
❖ CONCLUSION
At the end I would like to thank most gratefully our Pro Vice-Chairman and members of
the School Managing Committee for their consistent support. I must thank the
administrative staff, the unfailing devotion and diligence of the teachers and administrative
staff who have made this a rewarding year for the whole community. Our teachers are fully
dedicated to their task and do their best for the students. They spent extra hours to prepare
the boys for all activities so that they realise their highest potential. I express my gratitude
to them.I request my staff, students, old boys, parents, management and everyone
concerned with running the school for extending helping hand so that within the
foreseeable future, JITO DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL,AURANGABAD becomes one of the
top public schools of the city. In the end, I, once again thank our Honourable Chief Guest,
Distinguished guests and dignitaries, parents for accepting our invitation and obliging us
with your gracious presence.

Jai Hind!

